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“For 34 years, associates have recommended associates who go
beyond what is expected, who provide the best patient care possible, who help teammates, and who interact with patients, families and coworkers in a positive manner,” said Kathy A. Young,
MS, President & CEO, Borgess Health. “We are fortunate to have so
many candidates to consider for this award in remembrance of
Burton H. Upjohn, a former Board Chairperson who helped transform Borgess Hospital into a regional specialty medical center in
the 1960s.”
Four winners were selected and recognized in a breakfast ceremony
held June 3 in the Lawrence Education Center auditorium. They
include–Sherry Sanford, MSW, and Jessica Miller, PCA, Shea Green,
RN, 3N, and Tonya Rogers, RN, CVL.
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Sherry Sanford, MSW, Trauma

“Surpassing expectations is the norm for
Sherry Sanford,” said Lew Tysman, Senior External & Internal Communications
Specialist, Borgess Health. “As a social
worker, she becomes the advocate, the
support person for many of our trauma
patients who have extra needs.”
“Her unquestioned care for others was recently vividly demonstrated in the assistance of a patient who required untold
care under a high-profile situation that
demanded confidentiality,” Tysman said.
“The extreme level of kindness shown by
Sherry Sanford cannot be understated.
“Whenever Sherry heard of any praise for
her efforts, she brushed it off by simply
saying, ‘That’s part of my job. That’s
what I do.’
“Sherry doesn’t have a job, she has a
commitment to others that the original 11
Sisters of St. Joseph would applaud. She
carries on the mission they originally
brought to Kalamazoo 126 years ago.”
Jessica Miller, PCA, Behavioral Health

“She makes you feel special and important.” That’s what scores of patients say
about Jessica Miller, PCA, Borgess Be-

havioral Health, according to fellow associate, Gail Whitmore, BSN.
“Patients tell us Jessica makes them feel
special and comfortable because she has
excellent rapport with everyone around
her,” Whitmore said. “This priceless interaction helps her de-escalate situations
when a patient may start losing control
and possibly begin acting out. Jessica
helps potential crises from occurring.
“Jessica is also a mentor and a valuable
resource for fellow associates as she continues her education in Behavioral
Health,” Whitmore said. “She’s a positive, committed team player who gets
many ‘Thank You’ notes from staff that
we display on our bulletin board. From
the moment she arrives until the moment
she leaves, Jessica maintains a cheerful
and helpful demeanor.”
Tonya Rogers, RN, CVL

When patients are wheeled into the
Borgess Cardiovascular Laboratory, they
may be facing a major health concern in
an unfamiliar environment. Tonya
Rogers, RN, is another vital link in compassionate communications to patients
and family members.
“Tonya goes above and beyond to explain
exactly what is going on and how to patients and their families,” said Dave
Getsinger, Assistant Director, Borgess
Cardiovascular Laboratory and Electro-

physiology. “Her professionalism and respect aids in establishing confidence and
excellence to those we serve.
“Tonya treats everyone with respect and
she has the respect of everyone,”
Getsinger said. “She always looks out for
the best interest of the patient in providing quality care every day. I can’t emphasize strongly enough how proud we are to
have Tonya as a part of the CVL team.
Shea Green, RN, 3N

Shea Green consistently showers compassion, skill and sensitivity in caring for
her patients, according to fellow associate
Mary Beth Moran Cross, NP.
“Shea’s desire to support them in their
journey back to health is reflected in her
tireless attention to the medical and emotional needs of patients,” Moran Cross
said. “She also always includes the patient’s family as part of this equation.
“Shea is honest and fair when keeping
other members of the interdisciplinary
care team in the loop by consistently informing and updating others about the
patient’s status or changes.
“The ability to work with those from different cultures and socioeconomic backgrounds is another precious attribute of
Shea’s,” Moran Cross said. “She has
often demonstrated this trait when facing
the most challenging situations.”

A Special Message:

for Borgess Medical Group
associates.

Jesse Duranceau, DO
Internal Medicine

National direction, yet local control

Ascension Medical Group:
primary care based.
n The creation of the Ascension Medical Group (AMG) is an essential part of the
Journey to One Ascension through national direction, yet local control. As One
Ascension, we have committed to accelerate change, engage collaboratively and
work together as one integrated ministry.
n With your assistance, Ascension is creating a physician-led, national provider
organization that advances the Quaduple Aim of: ideal patient outcomes; an ideal
patient and provider experience; at the lowest possible cost.
n Ascension Medical Group will be physician-led and advance the Quadruple Aim.
n The creation of Ascension Medical Group is intended to help Ascension capitalize on our successes as a system.
n As one medical group, we will look for ways to consolidate, standardize and
streamline functional areas with a passion for excellence; creating services such
that our providers will rate higher than what they experienced before.

A Town Hall meeting with Borgess Medical Group
physicians and Ascension Medical Group leaders
was held April 11, 2016, in the Navigation Center.
The Vision for One Ascension Medical Group, The
Road to Population Health Management, and How
We Work Together and What’s Next were topics
presented followed by a question-and-answer period.

Frequently Asked Questions
about Ascension Medical Group (AMG)
n Why is Ascension forming a national
provider network?

n How does Ascension Medical Group fit into
the Ascension Health organizational chart?

The creation of Ascension Medical Group is
intended to help Ascension capitalize on our
successes as a system. This includes assuring
a system-wide focus on the Quadruple Aim and
eliminating variation across our system.

Ascension Medical Group is a direct subsidiary
under Ascension Health.

n What is the Quadruple Aim?
The Quadruple Aim is to provide the Ideal
Provider Experience, Ideal Patient Experience,
Lower Cost of Care, and Ideal Outcomes.

n How will Ascension Medical Group measure its success?
Ascension Medical Group performance will be
measured by metrics focused on the Quadruple
Aim and financial and operational performance.
n What can I expect next?

It will support our local ministries and
providers by:

We are planning Town Hall meetings at every
ministry where you will learn more about Ascension Medical Group, its vision and how we will
work collectively to achieve our goals. We will
also continue to provide communication updates
to you and your local dyad leaders on a consistent basis. In the meantime, please proceed with
business as usual and reach out to your local
dyads with questions or topics that are of concern. This is a significant transition, and some of
you may be called upon to provide information,
assist and support the transition to ensure a
smooth transition for our patients, providers and
supporting associates.

-Creating outpatient care models that improve
health outcomes and access to care.

n Who can I contact with questions
or feedback?

-Leveraging interdisciplinary care team members
(e.g., NPs, PAs, social workers) to ensure
they are working to their highest level of
competencies.

Please contact Cindy Gaines, VP & COO,
Borgess Medical Group.

n Who is in scope for becoming associates
of Ascension Medical Group?
Any employed or contracted provider for which
we are responsible for billing and collections are
“in scope,” including hospital-based providers.
This also includes clinicians and clinic support
staff currently employed by local medical groups.
n How will Ascension Medical Group create
value for our ministries, our patients and
our providers?

-Establishing a recruitment program that
identifies and places candidates, and improves
the retention of Ascension trained residents
and fellows.
-Developing consistent onboarding methodologies that initiate a new provider into our culture.
-Leveraging IT investments to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of care.

U?
What’s the good word about

What’s the good word?

Everyone appreciates a good word, and
when it comes to describing Borgess Health
associates, there’s never a shortage of
superlatives, for good reason.
The Borgess Health Executive Team was
recently asked to offer a single word to
describe Borgess associates. It was a basic
request–simply complete the sentence “Our
associates are: ________.”
Sometimes words are difficult to garner
from others. Not this time. Words came back
quickly and voluminously.
Please review the resulting words about “U”
that are positioned to the right. They are accurate and well-deserved. They are you.
Thank you, Borgess associates!

Kathy A. Young, MS
President & CEO
Borgess Health

University of Michigan Health System joins Together Health Network
A message from Gwen MacKenzie, Senior Vice President, Ascension Health /
Michigan Market Executive, and Scott
Eathorne, MD, President & CEO,
Together Health Network.
We have great news from Together
Health Network. University of Michigan
Health System has joined Together
Health Network as a referral provider for
complex quaternary health care services,
effective immediately.
Quaternary care services are those complex inpatient and outpatient services that
generally are provided only in selected
settings such as the University of Michigan Medical Center hospitals in Ann
Arbor. Some examples include selected
transplant services, highly specialized pediatric care, and certain cancer clinical
trial services that Ascension Michigan

those quaternary care services generally
not available in the communities served
by the hospitals and physicians associated with Ascension and Trinity Health.
and Trinity Health do not offer.
Together Health is a statewide physicianled clinical network of health care
providers, formed in 2014 by a partnership between the Michigan ministries of
Ascension and Trinity Health and thousands of physician partners.
The addition of UMHS to the network
gives patients in need even greater access
to comprehensive, specialized care. This
new provider agreement brings UMHS’
nationally ranked health care expertise to
our members throughout the state where
Together Health Network operates. The
agreement allows for UMHS to provide

This partnership with UMHS helps Together Health to round out its clinical integration strategy to provide patients
access to comprehensive care across the
continuum. It also paves the way for further, broader clinical collaboration efforts
between UMHS and Together Health.
Seventy-five percent of Michigan residents live within a 20-minute drive of a
Together Health Network provider. The
network includes 25 hospitals, hundreds
of ambulatory centers operated by Ascension and Trinity Health, and a dozen
physician organizations across the state.
For a complete list, visit www.togetherhealthnetwork.org.

